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In “The Invention of French Feminism: An Essential Move” Christine Delphy argues that French feminism was invented to legitimate the introduction on the Anglo-American scene of a specific brand of essentialism. “French theory,” Delphy argues, was constituted “as a 'whole' by a series of rhetorical maneuvers that use distortion and generalization, imperialism, and exoticism”.​[2]​ In her analysis of the relevance of national boundaries for the fabrication of “French feminism”, the critic outlines the ideological features of what she considers to be a construction (a biased version of reality) and an invention (a series of highly contentious theoretical statements) proposed under the guise of “French feminism.” To Delphy, French feminism does not correspond to feminism from France, but rather to “a body of comments by Anglo and non-French writers”.​[3]​  
	Delphy’s essay does not contemplate the consequences of this arguably biased politics of quotation for the marginal female voices that have been taken under the wing of those very subjects whose work was essentialized and endorsed by many Anglo-American feminists. If French ideas have been appropriated, labelled as “feminist,” and decontextualized by Anglo-American critics, where does that leave us in relation to those marginal subjects who have been object, at times, of French appropriation? Are we to conclude, in the light of Delphy's analysis, that Portuguese-speaking women, such as Clarice Lispector from Brazil, and the Three Marias from Portugal, whose work was enthusiastically, and often imperialistically, endorsed by canonical names such as Hélène Cixous and Monique Wittig respectively, are the objects of a double process of exoticization?​[4]​ If this is the case, then surely national boundaries should not be discarded as easily as Delphy suggests, for they could be said to reveal the extent to which marginal nations are at times perceived as confirming the boundaries of the “white,” or French and Anglo-American, Women's Liberation Movement. This essay contends that both the “invention” of French feminism and the supposedly “original” feminism from France produced two distinct ideals of the feminist subject – the bisexual mother epitomized by the work of Hélène Cixous, and the Lesbian Amazon championed by Monique Wittig – that could be said to police the entrance of marginal creative and critical feminist voices into the feminist center(s) of canonical titles and theories. In what follows, I propose to measure the impact of these feminist ideals from a Portuguese viewpoint, by thinking through the relations of domination and subordination triggered by the second-wave community and experienced in Portugal, a small country situated in the westernmost margins of Europe.
	The 1970s saw Novas Cartas Portuguesas (1972) [New Portuguese Letters], a book collectively written by three Portuguese feminists, Maria Isabel Barreno, Maria Teresa Horta and Maria Velho da Costa, censored by the Portuguese right-wing regime, and fiercely defended by national and international feminist voices of the second-wave.​[5]​ The three women escaped jail terms of up to two years due to the support of Portuguese intellectuals, but mainly because of the involvement of prominent members of the French feminist movement, such as Simone de Beauvoir, Marguerite Duras and Christiane Rochefort, who first publicized the case to a wider audience. The international crowds supporting the book and the three Marias, as they came to be known, were, at best, fragmentary readers and, at worst, non-readers of the texts transgressions. This was because, in the first two years of its notoriety no published translations from the original Portuguese were available. One consequence of this was the consolidation of the notion  that Portuguese feminism was a simple variation of white feminisms. Another consequence was the emergence of a Portuguese non-feminist discourse highlighting, as a reaction to reductive liberal feminist readings of Novas Cartas, what was specifically Portuguese and anti-fascist (i.e., non-feminist) about the book.​[6]​ 
As several critics have argued, neither of these perceptions fully accounts for the kind of margin and center Portugal became in relation to the multiple, shifting feminist and linguistic cores and peripheries of the feminist community.​[7]​ Building on this body of work, I want to further question dichotomic perceptions of Novas Cartas by arguing that the publication, which solidified the development of a Portuguese feminist consciousness in the early 1970s, may have actively contributed to questioning the boundaries of the “white”, or French and Anglo-American, Women’s Liberation Movement. I will do so by invoking Graça Abranches, who noted in 1998 that “we have much to learn from others, in other multiple locations. And much of our strength has come – and is coming – from non-paternalistic and non-imperialistic international cooperation (…) in seeking to keep at play the 'simultaneous other focus' when reading Portuguese literature”. ​[8]​In seeking to keep at play the non-imperialistic “simultaneously other focus when reading Portuguese literature” defended by Abranches , I shall test the hypothesis of a Portuguese feminist distinctiveness in the light of Chicana feminist specificity by taking as a case in point two foundational texts that stand today as cornerstones of Portuguese and Chicana literary history and feminist thought: the already mentioned Novas Cartas, and Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza, published by Chicana-Texana Gloria Anzaldúa in 1987.​[9]​ My aim in drawing this comparison is twofold. As I problematize the view that Novas Cartas simply confirms white feminisms, I also ask what led to the theoretical canonization of Anzaldúa's text, and to the political reification of the Marias’ publication, within the feminist community. It suits my purpose in this context to think in terms of obligations, agreements, and implicitly accepted sanctions for those who fail to conform to a community’s sets of consensus regarding hegemonic subjects. My aim, therefore, is to focus on these women’s honoring and dishonoring of some second-wave contract obligations, which may have aided the process of canonization (Anzaldúa) and subjection to the margins of theory making (the three Marias) by more central, canonical feminist voices.​[10]​ 
As I compare Portuguese and Chicana traditions of writing resistance against more centralized feminist theory-making, I position the reception of Novas Cartas and Borderlands in relation to two canonical models of the idealized female writing subject that emerged in the late 1970s following the split of the French Mouvement de Libération des Femmes (Movement of the Liberation of Women) and the ensuing appropriation of the psychoanalytical-oriented French feminist faction of this movement by Anglo-American critics: what I shall refer to the “bisexual mother” championed by Hélène Cixous, and the “Lesbian Amazon” promoted by Monique Wittig.​[11]​ Whilst both writing models view women's relation to the body as central in the fight to overcome oppression, they differ considerably in their perceptions of one's relation to the female body. As noted by Ann Rosalind Jones, Cixous and Wittig “share a common opponent, masculinist thinking [and Western culture as fundamentally oppressive], but they envision different modes of resisting and moving beyond it.”​[12]​  According to Delphy, the category “French feminism” was   connected to one faction of the MLF which defended, along the lines of Cixous' theoretical thinking, that the idealized feminist subject retained a valued femaleness and the maternal family model to explain desire in areas excluded from male discourse.​[13]​ Cixous argues in “The Laugh of the Medusa” that “the future must no longer be determined by the past,” and that a new feminine must break free from the old.​[14]​  Cixous' turn to féminité as a challenge to male-centered thinking” embraces the new feminine as multiple: “Women's imaginary is inexhaustible.”​[15]​ The theorist also privileges poetry over novels, because “poetry involves gaining strength through the unconscious and because the unconscious, that other limitless country, is the place where the repressed manage to survive.”​[16]​ To Cixous, writing the body involves writing as a mother: “There is always within her at least a little of that good mother's milk.”​[17]​ Writing the body also involves a return to a lost bisexuality on which “every subject not enclosed in the false theatre of phallocentric representationalism has founded his/her erotic universe.”​[18]​ It is by defending a return to this model of bisexuality “which doesn't annul differences but stirs them up” that Cixous concludes: “woman is bisexual.”​[19]​  B In contrast with the “bisexual mother” ideal’s view of the world, and against its tendency to delve deep into an analysis of female difference, another faction of the MLF put forward an equally radical understanding of the idealized feminist subject, which questioned the very notion that there are men and women. Monique Wittig’s materialist approach illustrates this particularly well, calling for a total refusal of an original position written in the language of domination, and refining the ideal of the Lesbian Amazon in her creative and critical writings as opposed to the ideal of the bisexual mother.​[20]​   As Wittig writes, “a materialist feminist approach shows that what we take for the cause or origin of oppression is in fact only the mark imposed by the oppressor: the ‘myth of woman,’ of women.”​[21]​ If, according to Cixous, the sexual contract may be broken only by rescuing the feminine and using it as a space of subversion, for Wittig the sexual contract is heterosexuality itself, and therefore needs to be assaulted from what she terms a Lesbian point of view: “Lesbian is the only concept I know of which is beyond the categories of sex (woman and man), because the designated subject (lesbian) is not a woman, either economically, or politically, or ideologically. For what makes a woman is a specific social relation to a man.”​[22]​
So as to question the true/false dichotomy that underpins Delphy’s essay, according to which there is a “true” feminism from France out there that can be opposed to a false “French feminism,” I delineate these two ideals not as fake versus truthful representations of feminist thinking, but as two distinct idealizations or inventions which may not be the most fruitful ones. In her openly partial reading of the difference between these two models, Diane Crowder urges us to choose: “Women’s culture could thus become a retreat from the battle or it could become the most potent weapon we have against oppression. We must choose or risk floundering on this hidden conceptual schizophrenia.”​[23]​ Choose in these terms, however, and you will risk throwing away the Lesbian with the heterosexual water. Crowder’s black and white call for choice denounces, I submit, a dangerous hunger for purity in this domain that could be said to keep marginal feminist voices out of the centers of feminist theory for being either too “other” (i.e., Lesbian) or not “other” (i.e., lesbian) enough.

Novas Cartas and Borderlands revisited

Linda Kauffman has famously argued that Novas Cartas was not easily absorbed by the canons of feminist theory precisely because it was deemed too “other” by second-wave feminists.​[24]​ As a radical site of theory shaped by the experiences of three women living on the edge of Europe and of the dominant feminist discourse, Novas Cartas is indeed very difficult to describe with the standard critical terminology. The book presents many different kinds of material in which various international feminist discourses of the time are acknowledged, problematized, and woven together with other epistemological sources: invented letters spanning a period of three centuries written by a host of fictitious Anas, Marias, Marianas, and Maria Anas, historical documents, poems exchanged between the three authors, prose essays on the condition of women through time, personal bilhetes (notes), and reflections on the role of men in shaping the condition of women. Various western theoretical approaches to women's oppression by patriarchal ideologies rub shoulders with legends, witchcraft beliefs, invented stories, and popular myths. One Maria tells the north American Indian myth of Mãe dos Animais (Mother of Animals), in which a woman is abandoned by her tribe when her pregnancy threatens to slow down the tribe's migration (23); another Maria invents a letter penned from the perspective of a man struggling with the experiences of the Portuguese Colonial War in Africa (218); and another Maria calls attention to the pitfalls of the legacies of Marxist feminism, which to her mind places too much emphasis upon class relations in the economic sphere and neglects female experiences outside the labor market (88). Precise bibliographic citations from feminist theorists co-exist with the telling of imprecise stories that lack details, denouncing academic language's mask of neutrality: “lembro-me apenas destas coisas, sem nomes nem detalhes, mas lembro aquilo que me interessa.”  ​[25]​ The constant shifts between the personal and the collective, and between various literary genres, are communicated via an un-translated mix of Portuguese, French and English. 
In this respect, Novas Cartas’s performance as a border-tongue challenging institutionalized languages resembles “the serpentine movement” of Borderland's text,  published fifteen years later.​[26]​ As a spiritualist and a PhD doctorate at the time of writing Borderlands, Anzaldúa, the self-proclaimed border-woman, uses both western and nonwestern theoretical and philosophical approaches in her writing: “I know things older than Freud, older than gender”.​[27]​ As noted by Sonia Saldivar-Hull in her study on Chicana feminism , Anzaldúa’s feminism “exists in a borderland grounded in, but not limited to geographical space, (…) in a space not acknowledged by the dominant culture.”​[28]​ Anzaldúa’s insistence on negotiating multiple contradicting and ambiguous subject positions between the Mexican and the Anglo borders reveals a lucid perception of subordination issues on the ground. In Borderlands’ highly experimental and fragmented textual surface, the constant code-switching between English, Spanish, Nahuatl and Chicano English, among other tongues, defies linear understanding and may be read as a political statement, representing a clear break between the phonetic, phonemic and morphologic systems of the main languages (English and Spanish).​[29]​ Anzaldúa displays a thoughtful mediation between English and Spanish through ironic translations, which work as an explicit critique of how prominent groups reinforce domination through language. For example, the title of chapter seven “La conciencia de la mestiza” is not the exact equivalent to “Towards a New Consciousness.” The writer’s translation terrorism, together with her linguistic mestizaje, stresses women’s oppression for their illegitimate tongues: for speaking subaltern languages, such as Spanish and Chicano English, for speaking the dominant language (English), and simply for speaking their minds.
The political rationale behind each book’s fragmentation lies in the three Marias’ and Anzaldúa’s distrust in the power of existing language and theory to represent the political realities they are concerned with. As Anzaldúa puts it, “For a people who are neither Spanish nor live in a country in which Spanish is the first language; (...) for a people who cannot entirely identify with either standard (formal, Castilian) Spanish nor standard English, what recourse is left to them but to create their own language?”.​[30]​ In the case of the three Marias, linguistic and textual fragmentation also reveals a preoccupation with the limits of what can be achieved through writing: “Mas o que pode a literatura? Ou antes: o que podem as palavras?” . ​[31]​ This reveals a preoccupation with the material realities of real life experiences, and also with class issues, as the three authors acknowledge that trading with the written word is a luxury not all can afford and that might simply lead to further abstraction. As Hilary Owen argues, the three women share a “fear of mysticizing [language] for its own sake to the exclusion of the problems of reality.”​[32]​ Anzaldúa and the Three Marias could thus be said to respond to a similar desire to create, in the midst of their povo/pueblo (people), new domestic audiences with whom they may share images of feminist possibility in the context of the material realities of their communities. In this respect, Novas Cartas and Borderlands effectively merge identity politics and political praxis, so that the emphasis on “who we are” does not replace the issue of “what needs to be done”, but rather determines how things will be done .​[33]​ 
It is precisely in “how things are done” that the most striking point of comparison between these two foundational texts may be found, as attested by my initial response to both as “literature” rather than “theory”. Working against the tendency in dominant academic discourse to homogenize reading habits, the books demanded innovation in this reader's search for theory. As noted by Saldivar-Hull, because we are often unable to “recognize anything that is different from what the dominant discourse constructs” we have to “look in non-traditional places for our theories: in the prefaces to anthologies, in the interstices of autobiographies, in our cultural artifacts.”​[34]​ Indeed, by extending the borders of what is considered legitimately political, the authors encourage Portuguese and Chicana feminists to theorize – and to look for theory – in places and manners not always legitimized by Anglo-American and European feminisms.
In the light of the above it is understandable that the international reception of Novas Cartas and Borderlands should figure as one important aspect that brings them together. Both books were  enthusiastically embraced by second-wave feminists, as well as criticized along similar lines. Between 1972 and 1974/5, Novas Cartas was uniformly consumed internationally as a shiny symbol of sisterhood and feminist unity. This was a logical response to the context of Portuguese censorship which threatened the Marias with prison sentences of up to two years. It was also very much a result of the lack of available translations of Novas Cartas from the original Portuguese, which may have contributed to feeding the official metaphor of “absolute reciprocity” signifying the supposed strangeness of the book, as acts of non reading or fragmentary reading became the common way in which international audiences first got in touch with the Marias’ work.​[35]​ The impulse to treat the text as a “mirror” for the white feminist self also characterizes Borderlands’ international reception. According to Yarbro-Berejano, two potentially problematic areas in the reception of Borderlands are “the isolation of this text from its conceptual community and the pitfalls in universalizing the theory of mestiza or border consciousness.”​[36]​ One way in which white feminists have dealt with Borderlands has been to read it “as one looks in a mirror.” ​[37]​ Borderlands has been perceived as offering a spectacle of the struggles experienced by Chicanas “for the voyeuristic delectation of European American readers.” ​[38]​ Furthermore, the label “essentialist” has been fired at both Novas Cartas and Borderlands, despite both texts’s commitment to the construction of multiple subject positions. A 1975 review of Novas Cartas published in Red Rag: A Magazine of Women's Liberation, for example, argues that the book “founders on its lack of analysis, its ahistoricism, its heterosexist assumptions, and (…) the middle-class situation of its writers.”​[39]​ The representation of the indigenous in Borderlands, on the other hand, has evoked very critical responses from Chicana/o and non Chicana/o readers. The text’s focus on the Indian woman and the privileging of the pre-Columbian deity Coatlicue is seen as an essentialist and elitist move which “obscures the plight of present day Native women in the Americas.”​[40]​ Yet another point of comparison may be found in the way in which the poetry sections in each book have been largely ignored by academic critics in favor of the prose sections. Whilst in the case of the Three Marias, their poetry has been perceived as lacking in quality, in Anzaldúa’s book, the academic aversion to discussing the poetic sections reveals a critical intolerance to the spirituality which runs through the book, often expressed through her poems.
Nevertheless, although Borderlands has been dismissed as indulging in a quest for lost origins, and criticized for appropriating an indigenous heritage that does not belong to Chicanas, this did not impede the relatively quick implementation of the book as a classic classroom and theory text. As Saldivar-Hull puts it, Borderlands “signaled a new visibility for academic programs on the study of the U.S.-Mexico border area,” inspiring the publication of a number of anthologies and other academic publications, and bringing to light “a remapped academic topography with the border as the organizing trope.”​[41]​ In fact, the first edition of Borderlands was repeatedly printed. When its second edition came out in 1999, it included an academic validation stamp in the form of a critical introduction signed by Saldivar-Hull, Associate Professor of English at UCLA, signaling Chicana feminist studies as a legitimate field of scholarship. In comparison, the Portuguese edition of Novas Cartas fell on stony ground, remaining out of print throughout most of the 1980s and 1990s, until Dom Quixote's edition came out in 1998. If the universalist (international feminist) type of readings did not provide wholly adequate tools for dealing with the theoretical experimentations of Novas Cartas, neither did the nationalist (Portuguese non-feminist, anti-fascist) type of reading, which was responsible for reading the book à la portugaise, a term I use elsewhere to describe a reading practice that fails to address the complex dialogues enacted between the three Marias and their various feminist audiences, both national and international.​[42]​ With the appearance of the first official translations of Novas Cartas into French and English in 1974 and 1975 respectively, the metaphor of absolute reciprocity was replaced by that of anachronism, as (mainly Anglo-American) critics described Novas Cartas in their reviews as an old-fashioned feminist text. For example, in February 1975, the Washington Post published a review of Novas Cartas titled, “Alien Porn” by William McPherson, who observed: “That women have been oppressed, and may be especially oppressed in macho Latin cultures, is no longer news sufficient to justify a book.”​[43]​ This reception led to the marginalization of the work on a theoretical level, helping to define the boundaries of international feminism as opposed to Portuguese anti-fascism, according to a conception of the Lusophone cultural sphere as an anachronistic feminine space for political action, entirely disconnected from the centers where feminist theory is made. The first Portuguese annotated edition featuring an academic introduction to the text by Amaral and the two original prefaces penned by Maria de Lourdes Pintasilgo appeared only in 2010. Novas Cartas is only starting to be studied in Portuguese universities, having been researched mainly by feminist academics working outside of Portugal (in the UK and the US). In sum, if Novas Cartas has been sporadically studied as an early example of queer and feminist theory texts in Portugal, Anzaldúa’s text is understood as being representative of American Studies, Chicano/a studies, cultural studies, ethnic studies, feminism, literary studies, critical pedagogy, women's studies and queer theory.​[44]​ It was “named one of the 100 Best Books of the Century by both Hungry Mind Review and Utne Reader” and it has contributed to “critical and cultural theory across disciplines.”​[45]​
In this context, Kauffman’s assertion that Novas Cartas was too other to be absorbed by the canons of feminist theory could be said to be only the tip of the iceberg. Other literary “things” deemed ahead of their time and characterized by extreme fragmentation and excess have been branded as belonging to canons, albeit alternative ones. This is the case of Anzaldúa's Borderlands whose performing discourse mixes lyric and prose, myth and auto-biography, the personal and the academic, reason and spirit, Spanish and English, past and present. What do these very different success stories tell us about the idealized subject at the heart of the feminist contract? 

Lesbian vertigo: Mariana and Malintzin

A more attentive comparative look at Novas Cartas and Borderlands reveals that the distinct success stories I am concerned with here may be intimately related to the kind of idealized female subject each chooses to celebrate. Novas Cartas and Borderlands may be read as culturally and historically distinct attempts to free two female figures, Mariana Alcoforado and Malintzin Ténepal respectively, from the original position of “valued” transgressors. Each book engages in a revision of cherished national beliefs by drawing on these two paradigmatic figures of femininity that have played important roles in Portugal's and Mexico's historically and geo-politically distinct nation-making processes, as valued “original victims.”​[46]​ The three Marias set out to re-appropriate Mariana Alcoforado from a Portuguese tradition of representation that had imprisoned her in the crystal cage of femininity as the symbol of the abandoned weeping woman. Mariana Alcoforado, a Portuguese nun living in Beja (Alentejo region in Portugal), is the protagonist of Lettres Portugaises, the seventeenth-century text that supplied the starting point for Novas Cartas. First published in 1669 by Claude Barbin in Paris, Lettres Portugaises is a collection of five letters written in French from the perspective of Mariana and addressed to the Chevalier de Chamilly, her French lover. The letters, set at the time of Portugal’s struggle for independence from Spain, were supposedly translated from the original Portuguese, which was never found. It is now accepted that these letters, which speak of the nun’s suffering after being abandoned by her lover, were originally penned by a French male writer, Gabriel Joseph de Lavergne de Guilleragues, and not by a real Portuguese nun. Nevertheless, Soror Mariana's letters, specifically their content and style, contributed towards the invention of a much celebrated gendered national myth – that of the female victim abandoned by her lover – that has since dictated conceptions of feminine sensibility and female suffering/passiveness in Portugal.​[47]​ The choice of Mariana Alcoforado as the theme of the Marias’ project not only serves to disrupt traditional views of femininity that have helped to imagine the Portuguese community, but also powerfully evokes “the absence of women’s place in Portugal’s national literary symbolic.”​[48]​
Anzaldúa, on the other hand, grounds the fragmented methodology of her book in the history of the Americas, bringing to light pre-Columbian female deities and, with them, a utopian New Mestiza vision framed by the historical figure of Malintzín Ténepal (also Coatlalopeuh or Malinche). Malintzín was sold to the Mayans by her mother so as to increase the social status of her brother, and she was later given to Hernán Cortés as a gift, along with several other women.​[49]​ Because of her brilliant linguistic skills, she worked as an interpreter and guide for the Spaniards. Named as la lengua (the tongue) by Cortés and other Spanish conquerors, Malintzín not only translated for the Spaniards but also bore their children. She was, as a result, transformed into Virgen Guadalupe's monstrous double. As argued by Alarcón, “Malintzin may be compared to Eve, especially when she is viewed as the originator of the Mexican people's fall from grace and the procreator of a 'fallen' people.”​[50]​ In The Labyrinth of Solitude (1990), Octavio Paz transforms Malintzín into Mexican's historically grounded originator, a primeval mother of sorts, accepted by the community despite her treacherous sexual and linguistic behavior.​[51]​ In doing so, Alarcón suggests, Paz paradoxically “displaced the myth of Guadalupe, not with history, but with a neomyth, a reversal properly secularized yet unaware of its misogynistic residue.”​[52]​ In Borderlands, Anzaldúa rescues Malintzín from the periphery of the patriarchal order, using her name(s) to create new meanings and rehearse a female coming to consciousness in the present. From signifying Mexican people's primeval mother/goddess/whore, Malintzín is raised from the ashes as the mother of mestizaje and as the ultimate rebellious Indian-mestiza: “The dark skinned woman has been silenced, gagged, bound up in servitude with marriage, bludgeoned for 300 years, sterilized and castrated in the twentieth century. For 300 years she has been a slave, a force of cheap labor, colonized by the Spaniard, the Anglo, by her own people. (…) Battered and bruised she waits (…) Coatlalopeuh waits with her.”​[53]​
One crucial difference between Mariana and Malintzin is that, contrary to the latter, Mariana is not simply confined to the position of the colonized woman. Rather, as argued by Owen, she suffers from vertigo as the colonizer’s wife who is “tired of pedestal existence.”​[54]​ Throughout the book, Mariana steps up and down her pedestal, oscillating between multiple border positionalities not only as a colonized subject but also as the colonizer’s lover, wife, mother and daughter. In this respect, the distance between Mariana and Malinztin is dramatic, since the former inevitably “invokes the complicity of the Portuguese feminine in the colonial project.”​[55]​ Owen’s reading of the metaphor “woman as land” in Novas Cartas is enlightening, for rather than reproducing Kauffman’s more essentialist equation of colonial status in Mexico and Portugal, instead demonstrates how Mariana is trapped within Novas Cartas’ at times essentialist metaphorical systems that define “woman as land.” Owen quotes the following passage by Kauffman to make her point: “Woman is thus the conquest even of those who are themselves colonized, whether in Mexico or Portugal. Men in love seek not a face but a mirror; it is that narcissism, that mystification and manipulation that the Marias set out to dismantle.” ​[56]​ With this quote, Owen signals the tendency, in international criticism, to elide the multiple shifting and, at times, competing cores and peripheries that Novas Cartas symbolizes. As Owen contends, “the Mari/ana ‘complex’ which the three Marias build is simultaneously subject of colonial desire, the woman who waits, the land barren and longing and also the object of ‘colonizing’ desire, the feminine aspired to and conquered, fertilized and found.”​[57]​ With Malintzín, Anzaldúa also engages in a negotiation of her multiple contradicting and ambiguous subject positions, but she does so always as a colonized Indian lesbian woman. Through testimonial writing, what she calls “auto-historia”, Anzaldúa invokes several subjectivities in her fight against a monochromic “I” responsible for the reinforcement of western binary models, such as the Self-Other and Object-Subject formations. She does this so as to reflect upon the condition of Chicanos in Anglo culture, of women in the Hispanic culture, and of lesbians in the straight world. 
In this regard, Mariana inhabits a much more challenging, because ambiguous, original position for she crosses several competing borders simultaneously: not only between  various colonized conditions, but also between colonizer and colonized. The sense of vertigoproduced by the Three Marias’ back and forth, or rather, up and down movement, between the consolidation of an essentialized colonial otherness and the disruption of the boundaries of heterosexuality on which the concept of the Portuguese nation rests, could be said to be in tension with the idealized subjects that were in the making within the French Women’s Liberation Movement, and its North-American (mis)interpretations, as delineated above: the bisexual mother of Cixous and the Lesbian Amazon of Wittig. On the one hand, Mariana is clearly at odds with Cixous' model because she does not represent a retreat into a feminine world. In fact, one of the greatest challenges put forth in Novas Cartas is precisely the destabilization of both male and female positions, as defended by Amaral.​[58]​ 
On the other hand, Mariana's vertigo is also at odds with the kind of struggle that Wittig would engage in – between radical utopianism and radical realism – when elaborating, in her 1980 essay, the famous statement that on ne nait pas femme (one is not a woman).In, “When Lesbians were not women,” Teresa de Lauretis reads Wittig’s statement as one that “fire[s] the imagination” and “has the power to open the mind and make visible and thinkable a conceptual space that until then had been rendered unthinkable by (…) the hegemony of the straight mind.”​[59]​ For De Lauretis, the Lesbian in Wittig's work is not necessarily a lesbian, but “a different kind of woman” who inhabits this new conceptual space as an “eccentric” subject: “I called the subject eccentric not only in the sense of deviating from the conventional normative path but also eccentric in that it did not center itself in the institution that supports and produces the straight mind, that is, the institution of heterosexuality.”​[60]​ This view is echoed by Judith Butler, who notes that to distinguish between bodies that are lesbians and bodies that are not is clearly the wrong way to read Wittig’s concept of the Lesbian: “The Lesbian body is precisely the site for the dismemberment and recrafting that is at the same time a peculiar act of re-inscription, a destruction and a reimagining, a reworking of the culturally-sedimented body towards its unanticipated future.”​[61]​ It follows that the Lesbian point of view does not aim to describe the world from an authoritarian minority viewpoint, but rather intends to fracture the whole male/female framework by means of a continuous process of dis-identification and displacement, a back and forth between the old and the new which leads to the inevitable splitting of the self – “J/e” – as often found in Wittig’s creative writing. De Lauretis describes this movement back and forth as “leaving or giving a place that is known, that is ‘home’ – physically, emotionally, linguistically, epistemologically – for another place that is unknown (…) a place from which speaking and thinking are at best tentative, uncertain, unauthorized.”​[62]​ Such displacement enables a position of resistance “that is not outside but rather eccentric to the socio-cultural apparati of the heterosexual institution.”​[63]​
Contrary to Anzaldúa, the three Portuguese authors do not explicitly choose the homosexual route as a way to face the issues they are concerned with. Nevertheless, they articulate, to my mind, something akin to a Lesbian point of view, by producing a writing that is able to fracture not only the male/female framework but also the oppressed/oppressor formation according to what Owen terms as the “Mari/ana complex,” the slash here revealing the kind of negotiation, or refusal and engagement at work in Novas Cartas, that is so typical of Wittig’s creative writing. The three Marias knew, eight years before Wittig destabilized the meaning of Simone de Beauvoir’s words, “one is not born a woman but becomes one,” that received knowledge could be displaced and dis-membered by exercising repetition with a difference. They knew that if they repeated the opening words of Lettres Portugaises – “Considère, mon Amour” (Consider, my Love) – with a difference – “Considerai, irmãs minhas” (Consider, my sisters) – they would shift the emphasis from the word “Amour” to the word “irmãs,” creating a sudden destabilization, a shock that is repeated endlessly throughout the book, rocking the very foundations of the heterosexually-defined myth of the abandoned weeping woman. The three Marias’ treatment of the myth of Mariana Alcoforado thus effectively transforms her into an eccentric subject of sorts: although she is not entirely outside the heterosexual apparatus of colonial Portugal, she nevertheless occupies a decentered, or eccentric position, stepping up and down her pedestal as the colonizer’s wife, and moving back and forth as a multiply oppressed subject. Mari/ana is not only a Lesbian avant la lettre, for her creation pre-dates Wittig's theory, but she is also a very different kind of Lesbian, because she suffers from vertigo, the sensation of whirling arising from her position(s) as both subject and/or object of colonial desire. The agitation produced by Mariana's vertigo (up and down movement) effectively complicates the simpler swaying (back and forth movement) of Wittig, thus precluding a “pure” Lesbian point of view as Wittig would later describe it, that is, a point of view whose purity is measured by its distance from heterosexuality, and by the possibility of its escape from the regime sex/gender.
This problematization of the Lesbian point of view may explain why Wittig, as one of the official translators (with Evelyne Le Garrec) of Novas Cartas into French in 1974, expresses an interesting ambivalence about Novas Cartas' ability to assault heterosexual structures, to act as a Trojan horse, and to transform the minority point of view into a universal one. In the translator's note, Wittig and Le Garrec start by defining the book as a symbol: “Ce livre est un symbole. Par son histoire. Par la façon don’t nous avons eu l’occasion, nous et d’autres femmes, de l’approcher.”​[64]​ To define it as a political symbol, however, amounts to issuing a veiled death sentence, for as Wittig would later write in an essay titled, “The point of view: Universal or Particular?,” when a book or a text becomes a symbol or a manifesto for something, it is subjected to disregard: “Taken as a symbol or adopted by a political group, the text loses its polysemy, it becomes univocal. This loss of meaning and lack of grip on the textual reality prevents the text from carrying out the only political action that it could: introducing into the textual tissue of the times by way of literature that which it embodies.”​[65]​ Wittig and Le Garrec finally rescue the book from the symbolic limbo to which they had subtly condemned it, noting that “Ce n’est pas simplement un livre écrit par des femmes portugaises et traitant des femmes portugaises. Sa portée est universelle”.​[66]​ As Buttler argues in her analysis of Wittig’s commitment to universality, to universalize here is not to reverse power position, or to set up a new hegemony from a minority position. Rather, to universalize in Wittig’s work is to assault the very framework upon which the notions of “universality” and “minority” rest. It is to “pluralize the feminine and the lesbian, to render existing categories of sex obsolete (…), to produce a shock for the reader, any reader, and to conduct an assault of some kind.”​[67]​ By arguing that Novas Cartas is “universelle,” then, Wittig and Le Garrec defend that it is, after all, able to act on a reader’s pre-established understandings, and that it is able to represent and posit interests and questions that do not yet exist. 
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